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Student Newspaper Task Force presents final recommendations
PROFESSIONAL ADVISING
by Becky Burkert
news editor
After a period of two months, the Newspaper Task Force has come up with 
a proposal for the Lanthorn. It was sumitted to President Arend Lubbers on 
February 26.
Lubbers appointed the task force on December 14 to solve some of the 
Ijnthorn's problems. Some that were outlined are, a $20,000 deficit, a lack 
of professional advising and a general lack of support from the administration, 
faculty and students.
Task force chairman Robert Alotta was pleased with the proposal.
"One of the problems with the newspaper was the notion that students and 
faculty will not be able to get along. The proposal ensures that the students 
run the paper plus having faculty imput," Alotta stated.
Susan Collins, editor-in-chief of the Lanthorn and task force member was 
also pleased with the proposal.
“The task force proposal is a big plus for the Lanthorn,” said Collins. "It 
gives some solutions to the problems we have. For instance the deficit: It’s 
like a weight around our necks. We didn’t know how to repay it and still con­
tinue to improve the Lanthorn.”
Both Alotta and Collins said that they would like to see student imput 
to the paper and think that the proposal will encourage student support.
A complete copy of the Task Force Porposal follows:
In order to provide students at Grand Valley State Colleges with nes, 
information, an exchange of ideas and learning experiences, it is therecom- 
mendation of the Student Newspaper Task Force that the Lanthorn con­
tinue to function as a newspaper, under the management, administration 
and operation of the student body, with the following recommendations 
for imporvement:
1. FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
It is recommended that the deficit payments be suspended for a period 
of not less than two years. During that period, Student Senate would 
continue making its annual contribution to the operation of the news­
paper. At the end of that period, the Student Senate contribution will
cease (freeing funds for other necessary student services or activities), and 
the debt wili either be forgiven or repaid. The provisions for repayment 
are outlined below.
During the two-year period, the Lanthorn shall become the paper of 
record for the Grand Valley community, pledged to regular and timely 
publication of all legal notices, essential information, such as final exam­
inations schedules and reports of newsworthy activities of all duly-recog­
nized campus organizations. Compensation for this essential, necessary 
and useful service will be provided by a modes t addition ($2.00) per 
semester to student fees. During the proposed demonstration period, 
the funds obtained in this manner will be placed in trust, pledged to the 
financial stability of the Lanthom. Such funds will become available 
to the newspaper at the end of the demonstration period; the investment 
interest will be use for the acquisition of equipment and needed services, 
as determined by the Newspaper Advisory Board (NAB). The principle 
can then be applied either to repay the deficit or modernize the function 
of the newspaper.
2. LANTHORN REORGANIZATION
To achieve financial stability during the demonstration period. The 
l.anthorn must establish higher professional and academic standards. 
This can be implemented in the following manner:
CONVF.RSION TO TABLOID FORM
In an effort to present a new image, it is suggested that the newspaper 
convert from a broadsheet (full-size) to a tabloid form. During the present 
semester, a public opinion survey of the newspaper’s publics is being con­
ducted to determine which format is most acceptable to the majority. 
The results will be presented to this committee for review.
If it is determined by the Newspaper Advisory Board, after presentation 
of the survey results, that the newspaper should remain in its present form, 
such a move will be acceptable to this group. A change to tabloid form 
at this point should not preclude a return to broadsheet form when
financial stabiltiy is achieved.
The Task Force will recommend, with the lar.thom approval, a 
group of professional journalists both editorial and business, including 
a member of Grand Valley's public relations staff to assist the newspaper 
staff in achieving a greater level of professionalism
FACULTY ADVISING
A faculty adviser will be appointed by the Newspaper Advisory Board 
by a majority vote. The NAB shall accept applications from Grand Valley 
faculty and review the applicants’ qualifications for the position. The ad­
viser shall be appointed for a two-year term, the appointee may be re­
appointed to the post The Grand Valley administration will arrange that 
the faculty adviser be given paid release time, equivalent to a three hour 
class per semester.
Prior to appointment, the newspaper editorial council shall have the 
right to submit a vote of confidence/no-confidence The NAB shall, in 
any case, have the right to appoint the faculty adviser, and to remove said 
faculty adviser if the individual fails to fulfill the responsibilities of the 
appointment.
The faculty adviser shall act as a source of information and advice for 
the Lanthorn staff. The adviser will meet regularly with the staff to review 
the paper's progress and direction In order to maintain the concept of a 
student-run newspaper, the actual production of the newspaper will be the 
responsibility of the student staff.
The adviser, in conjunction with the professional advising committee, 
shall from time to time hold seminars for the staff to keep them up-to- 
date on any relevant changes in the newspaper industry. The adviser shall 
also act as liaison between the newspaper and the college community, 
promoting the newspaper’s interests with faculty, staff and administration.
The faculty adviser shall be an ex-officio member of the Newspaper 
Advisory Board, leporting to that board.
See TASKFORCE page 3
grand valley s ta te  colleges'
s tu d e n t-ru n  n e w s p a p e r
the lanthorn ALLENDALE, MICHIGAN, THLJRSDAV, MARCH 11, 1982
A
THE MODEL United Nations 
held a lunch hour conference on 
Tuesday, February 23 for students 
interested in the economic, polls 
ical and historical perspectives of 
Yugoslavia and Poland.
Grand Valley professors of eco­
nomics, Kenneth and Magda Zapp 
were the featured speakers. Both 
have visited Yugoslavia and Poland. 
Magda is a former Polish resident 
and still retains her Polish citizen­
ship.
Although Kenneth was able to 
give a talk on Vugoslavia, Magda 
had to sit by waiting her turn. 
She will get her turn sometime 
in March when the Model UN 
w ill hold another noontime lecture. 
The tentative data for the lecture 
is March 25th Magda will be the 
featured speaker (photo by Nancy 
Daugherty).
Lack of interest kills yearbook
by Becky Burkett 
nexus editor
After an analysis that started last 
January, the Grand Valley student 
yearbook, The Crosswinds, has ceased 
publication for the 1981-82 school 
year. A lack of interest from students 
ard not enough cooperation from the 
Grand Valley community are the 
culprits.
According to Crosswuid* business 
manager, Michael Huler, students 
did not show an interest in ordering 
yearbooks. By the end of February 
onlv 36 books had been ordered. 
27$ had to be ordered so that the 
yearbook could be published.
“We had to come to a decision.” 
said Huler. “So I met with John 
Zaugra (assistant dean of student 
services) and Fred Schill (the year­
book's advisor). We decided to stop 
publication and to refund money to 
the students who ordered books. 
This took place at the end of Feb­
ruary.”
Huler was disappointed that the 
yearbook would not be jxiblithed 
for the 1981-82 school year.
“It would have been the best year­
book yet." said Huler.
Last year wai the first year that 
Grand Valley has had a yearbook 
since 1971. According to Huler, last 
year’s yearbook was well received 
by the students. He didn’t know why
students took no interest in this year's 
book.
“Last year we ordered 250 books 
and sold them all,” said Huler. “The 
book was aimed primarily at seniors. 
This year we decided to appeal to the 
whole student body.”
The Crosswinds staff came up 
with a plan of not only taking seniors’ 
pictures, as was done last year, but 
also taking pictures of upperclassmen, 
sophomores and freshmen as well.
Last October, picture times were 
set up in the Campus Center. “Of 
the 1200 or so seniors, only 228 
showed up," said Huler. “The total 
number of students who showed up 
was 415.”
When Huler and other members 
of the Crosswinds tried to go around 
campus promoting the yearbook, they 
met with similar disinterest.
He told of staff spending two weeks 
talking with Copeland and Kistler 
house residents about the Crosswinds. 
The result was eight orders.
"When students don’t respond, 
we can't ring their necks,” said Huler. 
"We sent different types of flyers 
around the campus. We sent 6,840 
flyen in total. I know of one girl 
who came up to me just a few weeks 
ago asking if she could get her picture 
in the yearbook. I told her it was too 
late and adted her if she had seen the 
notice telling her when the pictures 
were to be taken. She said she saw it
but never read it.”
Not only has the lack of yearbook 
orders halted the Crossw'nds, so has 
the selling of advertising. Huler said 
he did not find a receptive audience 
to sell ads to.
Aside from the financial pioulciiu 
though, the yearbook has had other 
problems.
“Last year we started with a staff 
of 28 and ended up with five,” said 
Huler. "This year we started with 16. 
They stayed with us though. But 
as the year went on and the future 
of the yearbook looked doubtful,
I just told the staff to stop work and 
did what remained myself. The year­
book took s lot of my time.”
John Zaugra who has looked at the 
yearbook’s problems said that one of 
the problems with the Crosswinds was 
improper planning.
Without a doubt we were disap­
pointed that the yearbook could not 
be published this year,” said Zaugra. 
Mike was put in an awkward position. 
He didn’t have the time or enough 
help. Running a yearbook is a full­
time job.”
However, Zaugra is optimistic for 
next year.
Zaugra plans on starting a work­
shop over the summer for students 
interested in the yearbook.
"We have to make use of our 
summers,” «id Zaugra. “We can't 
wait until fall.”
N autical-look cam pus refurbishing begins
by Becky Burkert
news editor
Ahoy, Grand Valley mates. Start 
mg next fall semester, the Campus 
Center will not be thought of 
as just an ordinary building but, as 
a ship.
No longer will students go to the 
bookstore, the games room, the con­
ference rooms or the Laurel and Hardy 
rooms.
They will be going to the Main 
Deck Bookstore and the Games 
Hatch. The North and South con­
ference rooms will be know as the Bay 
and Cove rooms and Laurel and 
Hardy rooms will be the Starboard i.id 
Portsidc rooms (depending of course 
from what direction you’re coming 
from.)
But the names don’t stop there. 
The first floor lounge will be co n ­
verted into the First Class lounge. The 
A B, C, D, E, and F conference rooms 
will become Cabin’s A, B, C, D, E, and 
F. In the basement, the eating area 
that has wooden benches and tables 
will be known in the future as The 
Pub, and the yellow furnitured eating 
area as the Chart Room. Plans will go 
one step further with the yellow room. 
It will be redecorated and will cease 
to be identified by its yellow colored 
bCfOtllS.
SAGA, too, will be revamping its 
Campus Center eating sei.-ice and its 
downstairs Commons eating area. The 
Campus Center will be known as the 
Galley and both the Campus Center 
and the Commons will feature a differ­
ent menu. Instead of having an 
emphasis on casseroles as SAGA now 
has, sandwiches will be emphasized. 
The salad bar will stay (he same but 
will now be known as the Green 
Stuffs area. Ice cream will be a 
specialty of SAGA’s. Instead of 
having the soft ice cream SAGA will 
now offer eight flavors of hard dipped 
ice cream that students can choose 
from.
The downstairs Commons eating 
area will be redecorated. Plans call for 
a portable auditorium for students to 
use. Also, the area will be more 
accessable to students to use. Right 
now the Commons is shut down 
during the summer months, but 
according to Tom Grogan. SAGA food 
service manager, it will be open all 
year and have flexible hours for 
students.
“We’d like to relate to the 1250 
students (on campus residents) who
are hero all year,” said Grogan. 
“We’ve taker, some surveys and have 
found that students like soup, a full 
service deli, the salad bar and pizza.” 
Grogan said that if students wish, in 
the future they might be able to phone 
in pizza orders and then pick them up. 
Also, if students want the commons 
open on weekends until 2:00 am for
student activities that was fine too.
“ If there is student interest and 
cooperation, why not?” said Grogan.
Both Grogan and Campus Center 
Business manager David Lorenz would 
like ro sec students identify with the 
commons and the Campus Center.
See REFURBISHING page 3
Student Aid Cuts 
may mean lost revenues
(CPS) The government stands to 
lose as much a $150 billion in tax 
re. enues over the next 20 years if 
it accepts President Ronald Reagan’s 
proposed federal student aid budget 
cuts for the 1983 fiscal year, accord­
ing to a statistical study by College 
Press Service
President Reagan has asked Con­
gress to cut $1.9 billion from the 
federal student aid programs The cuts 
would affect an estimated five million 
students nationwide. They may force 
as many as 892,000 undergraduate, 
graduate, and high school senior 
students to drop their college plans 
altogether, according to American 
Council on Education, National 
Center for Education Statistics and 
College Press Service estimates.
Using Bureau of Labor Statistics 
estimates of the annua! increases 
in earning power between men and 
women with high school, undergrad­
uate, and graduate degrees, CPS 
calculated that, according to 1981 
tax tables, those 892,000 “lost stud­
ents whould pay some $156 billion 
less in taxes over the next 20 years 
because they lack their degrees.
The exact numbers are higly prob­
lematic. They arc based on maximum 
amounts of federal taxes people of 
different income levels would pay 
over the next 20 years of their work­
ing lives.. The projection arc based 
on a taxpayer filing a single return, 
claiming one exemption, and were 
computed with assistance from H&R 
Block consultant*.
In figuiuig probable salary in­
creases, CPS used government pro­
jections that high school grads typi­
cally earn about five percent more 
in salary per y ear, college grads earn 
seven percent more each year, and 
advanced-degree holders earn eight 
percent more.
CPS’ cost-benefit study used U.S.
Census Bureau estimates of average 
earnings of male high school grads 
($17,100), female high school grads 
'$10,036), male college grads 
($24,609), and female holders of 
graduate degrees ($16,926). The av­
erage earnings are for the 18 and 
over age group, and disregard race, 
work experience, and other variables.
The American Council on Educa- 
tiom estimates some 325,000 graduate 
students and some 1.5 million under­
graduate students will have to drop 
before fall, 1983 if the Reagan cuts 
arc approved.
College Press Service calculated that 
about 30 percent 67,000 students- 
of the 271.000 1983 high school 
senior who would ordinarily get 
fedrr aid would have to drop plans 
to go on to college in fall, 1983.
Lubbers,
campus issues m
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lanthorn editorials' A round of applause for
A twisted logic
by Susan M. Collins
editor-in-chief
This may be hard to believe, but being the editor of a college 
paper, one sometimes gets so involved in covering campus news 
that you become oblivious to the "outside" world. Your total 
outlook is in terms of federation, reorganization, taskforces, 
governance bodies, student aid, e tc .. .
Over break I took time to think about what was occurring in 
the world abound me. What I saw was terrifying. We have guns, 
and they have gur.s—so, we have to have more new-improved 
guns. God knows we must be prepared.
This certainly is not a totally new revelation to me. More­
over, I do see the merit of a reasonable defense system. H ow ­
ever, ! do have to seriously question the logic of today's world 
leaders.
Why are we (meaning we as a human race) puring billions of 
dollars into the development and perfection of products we 
really don't want to use? A t least, I would hope we don't want 
to deploy our vast array of bombs, missies, and nuclear war- 
heards. And, it certainly doesn't make economic sense. A 
country channeling the majority of its revenues into defense 
spending will fall behind in other areas of production and lose 
many valuable markets.
Also, the argument that defense spending creates jobs doesn't 
add up either. I refuse to believe that go--ernment can not 
create job opportunities that can improve society and promote 
life, instead of death and devastation.
This is our cue to act. We have to voice our concerns to the 
policy-makers—and make certain we are heard. The situtaion 
will not change—it will worsen, unless we stand together and 
make things happen.
A call for 
positive changes
by R ichard Plowden
associate editor
Change scares people. Humans are creatures of habit and 
when habits are broken people are alarmed and frightened, 
especially when they have little or no control over the change. 
Few individuals or organizations, however, are exempt from 
change and Grand Valley is definately no exception.
If a former student that had left Grand Valley five years 
ago were to return today he would see an institution vastly
r i i f f a r o r *  —  « L . -------- U .  I 1 l - X *  T l _____________U inercni I i u m  m e  U I I C  l i e  i l a u  i c i  i .  i  i i u m o a  j c i i c i m /h  o u n o y t ; ,
then the example of the concept that made Grand Valley 
unique, is gone. Eliminated in a perceived political move made 
possible by financial difficulties, TJC was cut.
Because of a problem in its physical makeup, the dome that 
sheltered Grand Valley's athletic facility has been ieveled. In 
its place a more conventional complex has been erected.
Also because of financial strains, budget cuts in 1980 resulted 
in someone's favorite professor, administrator or program 
being eliminated. In addition tuition (taking into consideration 
the forecoming increase) has almost tripled in five years.
Now, again, the institution is undergoing a facelift of sorts. 
On the lighter side, throughout the Campus Center new names 
will be given to places and rooms.
Not so lightly taker are eminent changes in the student run 
newspaper and radio station. Unfortunately, how much the 
two will be altered cannot fairly be judged until after the 
implementation process occurs.
In addition once again the threat of a massive reorganization 
hovers over the heads of the colleges. Frets over the demise of 
the federation and the elimination of one or more of the 
college's alternative schools are very real threats.
While faculty and administrators have been affected by the 
aforementioned changes, it is the student who is foremost 
touched. Even though the student feels these changes more 
than any of the other groups, they tend to be the least vocal 
percentage wise. Even so, the Student Senate, newspaper, and 
radio station have done an aHnnuate job.
Recent changes have already had bearing on tw o o f these 
student groups, the Lanthorn and WSRX.
If  one o f Grand Valley's colleges is eliminated the structure 
o f the third, the Student Senate w ill change also. ( Representa­
tives to  the Mnate are elected according to collage). Senate 
elections are near and not one half o f the 30 openings are being 
contested, and turnovers are due at the Lanthorn and WSRX. 
If  you (the student) went to have some bearing on Grand 
Valley's future now is the tim e. Be part o f a voice and help 
institute pontine changes.
by Chris Berry 
lanthorn editorialnt
Since all that is known about the future of 
WSRX-as of this writing—is that it will increase 
from a ten watt to a 147 watt station, I wanted to 
put together this short, supportive essay in hope 
that it may influence any further decision made 
concerning the station. But even if this editorial 
doesn't sway policy in the direction intended, at 
least it gives- me-an outsider—a chance to  tell my 
appreciation for the services that the radio station 
has provided this year. Donna Disser, the WSPX 
station manager, and the rest o f the WSRX staff 
have done a hell of a job at the station this year.
When I first came to GVSC in the Fall of '78, the 
same disc jockeys were on the air four or five times 
a week, and they all played more or less the same 
material, rock 'n ' roll. It seemed an el tist sort of 
organization; perhaps, though, I was just an awpd 
freshman. There is nothing wrong with playing 
rock 'n' roll all of the time (I was brought up on it 
and love it), but there is nothing really great or 
avant-garde about it either. WSRX wasn't offering 
anything unique to stand it apart from such com­
mercial stations as WLAV.
Under Donna Disser, this has all changed. 
Instead of disc jockeys playing ten to fifteen hours a 
week, Disser allows an average of three and a maxi­
mum of six hours a week. (These figures are all 
guesstimates that I have deduced from avid listen­
ing.) Also, Disser has given each of the disc jockeys 
complete freedom to play what they want.
And, if this act doesn't make the station represen­
tative of the students—playing what they want to 
hear—most every disc jockey, probably under the 
instruction of Disser, is always asking to play 
requests.
These changes have all been favorable. As well 
as listening to the many levels of rock 'n ' roll, I 
have also come to enjoy classical, jazz, and reggae, 
none of which I gave much notice to before. 
Certain listening highlights that come to mind o ff 
the top of my head are hearing the William Tell 
Overture and tha 1812 Overture back to back, 
singing along with selections from "Jesus Christ 
Superstar", and laughing as the Beatles sang " I want 
to hold your h*nd" in German. Also, I cannot for­
get to mention the thrill I get everytime I hear the 
uncut version of Don MacLean's "American Pie", 
and twice that thrill from listening to a couple of 
hours of Dixieiand music, in honor of Mardi Gras, 
from which I caught the bug o f whistling "Sweet 
Georgia Brown" all the time. My all-time goose- 
pimple high, though, came a couple weeks ago when 
I was struggling to stay up all night to type a paper 
At around three in tr e tTiOrr.»r.g, tr.c disc jockey 
played some selections from Mary Poppins at the 
higher speed of 45, and after dancing and singing 
along with that, I had no trouble staying up the rest 
of the night.
I also wish to applaud ihe news department. I 
have noted and appreciated how they have practiced 
their news reports this year, making it clearer than 
in periods in the past. Their on-campus news re­
ports and interviews have been both informative and 
entertaining.
In dosing, it bothers me that people think that 
WSRX need to be "upgraded" and more "pro­
fessional." Why make it like other stations when it 
is special in itself? The station has tapped into what 
small GVSC spirit there is and made it stronger I 
think it is a good representative of the school as 
well as being the best station on the dial. Yes, I 
am listening. (I ivish I had a telephone sometimes 
so that I could voice my appreciation personally 
when the d ix l jockeys ask "Is anyone listening?".)
There's nothing left to say but good luck in the 
future, WSRX. I hope all the changes work out for 
the best. Whatever, thank-you again for the many 
hours of entertainment you've given me this year.
letters
I Editor,
In Michigan, conservatives are view­
ing federal dependents as a major 
problem contributing to the State's 
deficit.
Actions are being taken by Senator 
Harry Gast, Republican from St. 
Joseph, Michigan, through the estab 
lishment of a "Welfare Limitation 
Petition" that would bring the welfare 
benefits of Michigan in line w ith that 
of ajoining states. I f  Gast's petition 
drive is successful, it  w ill appear as 
a proposal on the November "8 2 " 
ballot.
Recipients from Ohio, Indiana, 
lllinios, Wisconsin and Minnesota are 
allegedly migrating to Michigan to 
receive higher welfare payments, ex 
hausting the State's federal funding 
and causing budget cuts in major 
areas such as Education, Health and 
Law Enforcement.
Michigan's payments average 38% 
more monthly than it's adjacent 
states, resulting in 67.7% more public 
assistance recipients. This has compel 
led the concerned citizens of project 
Save Our State (SOS) to request a 
38% cut in benefits bringing Michi 
gan's rates into a more realistic alliance 
with it's neighbors.
Presently, Michigan's deficit is 
j standing at an astronomical figure 
of S515 million. If S.O.S.'s proposal 
is enacted, $200 m illion in revenues 
will come in annually to used to down 
the devasting defecit.
In view of "New Federalism/' 
it costs the nation an exorbitant 
amount of money to run the State's 
social programs. Bringing it to the 
state level will lessen the program's 
cost and heighten it's efficiency 
ratio.
Conservatives strongly advocate 
that the present condition of the 
welfare program is a back-breaking 
tax burden for middle class workers, 
encourages the birth of illigitimate 
children in order for the mother 
to receive more in benefits, as well as 
encourages those who desire work to 
more to sunbelt states while those who 
don't to move to Michigan. In other 
words, we've built a system that 
encourages dependency.
To juxtapose liberal insight, two 
main questions arise 1) Why not 
impose residency stipulations for 
welfare eligibilty? Answer: the U.S. 
Supreme Court has ruled it uncon­
stitutional to implement residency 
requirements 2) Why does Michigan 
pay more in benefits that it's adjoin 
ing states? Answer: Michigan's un­
employment rate exceeds that of 
surrounding states and we.fsr* is a 
know offshoot of industry.
The conservatives are making strong 
accusations. A social science study 
revealed that the three main reasons 
people move are 1) Employment 
expectation 2) Improved housing 
3) Relatives.
Also, to cut or faze out welfare 
is an unethical move considering the 
fact that there are not enough jobs 
to accomodate everyone. Believe is or 
not. moat people are on welfare 
because they can’t find work.
The only feasible alternative for 
elimination or Imitation (which ever 
fits beat) is to provide public employ­
ment-jobs for all.
The conservative implication that 
women give b irth to illigitimate 
children to increase benefits is a 
vile accusation against the sacredness 
of motherhood. Yet, while they com 
plain about illigitimacy they still 
are against government funding for 
birth control and abortions.
Examining a montnly budget for 
an ADC (Aid to Dependent Children) 
family in a rental situation. It dis­
closes $500 monthly not including 
food stamps. This is $6,000 anuaiiy. 
Can anyone rightfully say that a 
welfare mother is receiving too much 
when the poverty guidelines in the 
1982 World Almanac stands at 
$18,410.
To cut ADC payment w ill perpe- 
tate a severe social problem. The more 
you deprive a dependent - th e  more 
dspendent they become on society. 
Children wilt be the penalized victim. 
Are they the cause of the problem.
Student fears, which appear to have 
been inflamed by the report o f Dean 
Johnson's remarks, seem to be based 
largely on misinformation and rumor. 
Some members of the faculty have 
also dwelled upon the worst possi­
bilities. Though Grand Valley is 
facing difficu lt and perhaps critical 
decisions, we would be foolish to 
throw out the baby w ith the bath 
water as part of the reorganization.
Grand Valley is not alone in this 
time of trial. Substantial cuts have 
been made or are being discussed in 
all of Michigan's public colleges and 
universities as weii as in many others 
throughout the U.S. It is important 
that we all become informed about 
what is happening rather than waste 
nervous energy on rumor and doubt.
Howard Stein
Editor,
Cynthia J. Townsend
Editor,
The report on February 18 or 
Dean Johnson's explanation of reor 
ganization models for GVSC contains 
a significant misstatement of our 
situation. Whether the error was 
the reporter's or Dean Johnson's 
is immaterial.
My complaint is that all of the 
models were described as having 
CAS remain as a prominent compon­
ent. The whole community should 
be made aware that there are many 
faculty members in CAS who insist 
that if William James and Kirkhof 
Colleges are substantially modified or 
eliminated as wholly separate aca­
demic units, CAS should be similarly 
changed. In other words there would 
be a new GVSC retaining the good 
features of our current curricula to 
be operated by a unified faculty.
Furthermore, it is important to 
recognize that organization of the 
academic personnel is only the first 
in a series of decisions that need to 
be made. Next comes the matter of 
which programs are to  be continued.
I hope that the revised GVSC offers 
options for students in general educa­
tion that at least roughly parallel 
the varieties now offered by the col­
leges. and I predict that financial 
pressures will lead to dropping only 
a few academic programs and merging 
a few that are very similar. It should 
be obvious that regardless of the 
exact course of these decisions, in­
struction >r, fundamental diciplmes 
will r j i  disappear, jnd  vigorous 
programs will not be abandoned.
the soliciting of signatures for the 
Michigan Nuclear Weapons Freeze 
Campaign. This is a statewide initia­
tive effort to place the question of 
a bilateral nuclear weapons freeze 
before the Michigan voters for the 
November 1982 state elections. This 
campaign is being launched with the 
cooperation of over 30 organizations 
across the state, over 50 organizations 
locally, and is part of the National 
Freeze Campaign to call a halt to the 
nuclear arms race.
Within three weeks time, over 
5,000 petitions have been distributed 
in the greater Grand Rapids areas. 
This issue, one that touches all of our 
lives, has managed to draw together a 
variety of groups, organizations, and 
individuals to work on the campaign.
300,000 signatures are needed by 
May 16 for the initiative to reach the 
November 1982 ballot Michigan B. A 
healthy task indeed. Vet, if the num­
ber of signatures falls short of the re­
quirements by the deadline, one heck 
of an educational campaign will have 
began in Michigan regarding nuclear 
weapons and their effects on our lives. 
Efforts to educate ourselves and others 
about nuclear weapondry is an essen­
tial beginning. Now that this is hap­
pening, we must decide how we can 
best work with this movement.
There are many ways to 'plug 
yourself in'. Holding a petition party 
in your home to get signatures while 
exposing the issue to your friends and 
neighbors is one approach. Or perhaps 
your church would like to ndorse the 
campaign and have petition tables set 
up after a mass or service (over thirty 
church and clergy have endorsed the 
campaign in Grand Rapids already). 
On going meetings of a disarmament 
taskforce take place regularly to brain­
storm ideas, set up networking, and 
plan actions for the campaign. This is 
a branch of the Programming Com­
mittee at the Institute for Global 
Education. The next meeting is 
Tuesday, March 23, 7:30 p.m., at the 
YWCA in downtown Grand Rapids 
The cost of the arms race is already floor in the cafeteria),
destroying Western Michigan. Health As a student who is hoping to grad- 
care, housing, and mass transit suffer uate 'n,°  a world where employment 
cutbacks, while military spending is ** bailable and the threat of a nuclear 
increased. Thi: hurts the economy holocaust nil, working on the Michigan 
too, by fueling inflation and providing Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign has 
few jobs than would be created by become a priority. This issue is huge 
spending on socially useful products and frightening, but unless we get a 
and services. IF NUCLEAR WAR IS hold of it soon, it w ill become harder 
SO UNTHINKABLE AND THE to  grasp and to  work with.
ARMS RACE SO COSTLY' WHY If you want to help, call tha In- 
DOESN'T THE GOVERNMENTS stitute for Global Education at 
STOP IT? 454-1642, or go down to the office at
The board of the Institute for 25 Sheldon S.E., Suite 313, Grand 
Global Education, a non-profit social Rapids. Petitions are available there, 
action educational organization in
Grand Rapids, has voted to  support Barbara Boylan
No one survives a nuclear holo­
caust. If a one megaton nuclear bomb 
were dropped in Grand Rapids, 98 per­
cent of the people would be killed in 
an area two miles from the blast. The 
force of the blast and resulting fire 
storm would injure 45 percent of the 
people and destroy many commercial 
structures and residences up to five 
miles from g ro u n d  zero A ssum in g 15 
m.p.h. winds, radioactive fallout 
would be carried downwind for 200 
miles and to a width of 60 miies.
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The Jupiter effect has no pull with students and faculty
by Phil Vunder Kamp
nets t Turner
ATI the planers of oar solar system 
are moving toward the same side 
rri the son. They’ll all be aligned by 
Wednesday March 10, 19*2. Strange 
gravitational pulls and pushes will 
result, some believe, and the Earth 
will suffer tidal waves and earth­
quakes.
A lot of the concern over the plan-
^t*«r t-___ tfl«<-• / |<..»t«vi»»wnvii nvill* tlvSfil 4 I /  / f
book called ' The Jupiter Effect " 
in which two British scientists pre­
dicted that the alignment of the 
planets in early March will cause 
severe earthquakes, volcanic activity
and massive tidal waves. Although 
the "Jupiter Effect” theory has since 
been retracted by the authors, John 
Oribbin and Stephen Plagemann. and 
generally scoffed at by the secientific 
community, many readers take it to 
heart.
According to Donald Hall, Grand 
Valley professor of physics, "the 
planets won't even be aligned. They’ll 
primarily be in a 90 degree quadrant 
of the sky, kind of bunched together, 
but not lined up in a straight row 
like some people think.”
Hall said no students have shown 
an interest to him in wondering if 
there win be any effect on Earth. 
Some Grand Valley students told why.
Taskforce
from  page 1
The final decisions to be made on content, editorial policy or organiza­
tional matters shall rest with the editor-in-chief and the editorial council- 
withm the guidelines established in the administrative manual, as it applies 
to the NAB and the newspaper.
CURRICULUM SUPPORT
A suggest curriculum of journalistic and publishing courses on a cross­
college basis to allow more academic training for present and future staff 
members will be developed between William James and Kirkhof Colleges, 
not to exclude College of Arts and Sciences and Seidman.
EACULTY SUPPORT
To enlarge the staff of the newspaper, it is further recommended that 
faculty member be notified to solicit assistance from students from the 
classes they teach. It is aiso recommended that faculty as well as stud- 
ents-supply articles, art and information to the Lanthorn.
MONTHLY REVIEW OF ACTIVITIES
During the two-year demonstration period, it is strongly recommended 
that a monthly review of the Lanthorn be made by the Newspaper Advis­
ory Board.
3. NEWSPAPER ADVISORY BOARD
During the period of investigation by this Task Force, it was obvious 
that changes must be made in the composition of the Newspaper Advisory 
Board. The Task Force believes that the direction, as stated in the ad­
ministrative manual, will be effective if several slight changes are made, 
such as:
FOUR COLLEGE REPRESENTATION
Each college should be represented by persons of suitable background. 
Each college of the federarion shall appoint one of its faculty, based on 
his/her experience in relevant disciplines.
The Student Senate, based on nominations from each college, shall 
select one student from each college as representative on the board. The 
Student Senate selection shall not include any present members of with 
the Student Senate or the Lanthorn.
ADDITIONAL REPRESENTATION
To round out the committee. It is recommended that the Dean of 
Students appoint one staff member. The faculty adviser, c<litur-in-chief 
of the Lanthom, and a representative of the Student Senate will serve on 
the board as ex-officio (non-voting) members. The Student Senate rep­
resentative will be eliminated from the board at the termination of the 
demonstration period.
The remainder of the governing document (except for the membership 
section), approved by the Board of Control (9 June 1979), shall remain 
intact.
Lubbers read over the proposal and sent a memorandum to the Task Force 
committee. Lubbers accepted the recommendations but suggested a few mod­
ifications.
He said that the Newspaper Advisory Board’s representation mignt not be 
applicable because Grand Valley will "have to reorganize...because of the finan­
cial conditions in the State of Michigan.”
Lubbers aiso asked that the faculty advisor’s professional qualifications be 
more clearly defined as the paper is not used only as a student voice but also 
as an educational and training tool for students.
Lubbers also suggested that the newspaper adopt the Sigma Delta Chi code 
of ethics. The Sigma Dciu. Chi is a society for journalism students The code 
that they have is the code of ethics used by many college newspapers.
Lubbers ended by saying that the task force proposal will take effect and be 
enforced starting with next fall.
Alotta said that he liked Lubbers’ modifications. "The points that he 
Drought up show that he has taken the time to carefully read over the proposal,” 
said Alotta.
Collins was happy with Lubbers’ memorandum but was disturbed at Lubbers’ 
statement concerning reorganization.
“It disturbs me that he's suggesting that the college will no longer be a 
federation," said Collins. “ I would hope that wc could find a solution (to 
budget cuts) without changing the uniqueness of Grand Valley.”
Tom Langenberg, a busines* stu­
dent. chinks something will happen, 
"there definitly will be some geo­
synchronous effects that will result 
from tha, but whether there will 
be some dramatic effect, I doubt it. 
The Earth will feel some effects, 
but they!! be so slight they won't 
be felt by humans.”
Lee Spargue while in the games
room, didn't think too much of the 
phenomenon either, but is going 
to get up at six to look at them. 
"The planets already have some 
gravitational effect on us.” he said, 
"in fact. I think the planets are having 
an effect on the eight ball of this
Refurbishing
poo! table You see it miss that poc­
ket?"
Dan Anderson, also a physics pro­
fessor. has been observing the planers 
for the past few mornings You 
don't need » telescope to see (her .. 
just be willing to get up around six 
m the morning he says.
"On a clear morning, you can see 
Saturn, Jupiter, Mars and Venus for 
the next couple days. Look high in 
the south-west sky and you'll be 
able to see 'aturn  Looking a little 
east JupitCi will be close, then looking 
farther east, you can see Mars and 
Venus. Venus will be the brightest 
of the plan ts,” said .Anderson.
from page 1
Both said that die areas need to be 
promoted and be used.
“The Campus Center needs some 
character,” said Lorenz. “Students 
need to identify with it.”
Lorenz said that right now n a good 
time to add changes to the building 
and to give it a theme.
“A nautical theme is just the thing 
that the Campus Censer needs, after 
all we are the Lakers,” said Lorenz.
“The timing is right because we are 
going to starting replacing certain 
things in both buildings such as drapes, 
carpeting, furniture what have you.” 
said Lorenz. "We have long range 
replacement schedules for the build­
ings, and some are coming up. It 
would be nice rf we had a concept to 
follow when replacing the items that 
need to be replaced.”
Lorenz said that a committee is 
being set up to help organize the 
changes for the Campus Center It 
will have its first meeting next week or 
the week after. Members of that com­
mittee are student services coordinator 
Kathy Sullivan, two SAGA represen­
tatives, a student representative from 
SAGA and two student representatives 
elected by Student Senate.
Lorenz said that the cost of re­
furbishing the Campus Center and the 
Commons will be about $70,000. 
$30,000 will come from the Campus 
Center’s repair and replacement re­
serve and the rest will come from 
SAGA over a five year period. The 
downstairs commons redecorating will 
be completed for the 1983-84 year. 
But next year students will see changes 
made in the names of the Campus
places to  go, 
things to  do...
College Events:
Center and in the new furniture in 
the Campus Center eating area.
Students can get involved in the 
changes in the Campus ' Center, 
according to Lorenz. There are 
several murals that have to be redone 
One is the (jrr.pus Center's eating area 
where the yeilow booths are located. 
There are also two murais on the 
main floor of the Campus Center. 
Lorenz said that the murals should 
follow a nautical theme and that 
students would be paid for their work. 
Lorenz said that he w ould also lik^ o-> 
see a student do the layout design for 
the new furniture to be used in the 
yellow booth area.
The bookstore where Lorenz is 
manager, is also having a contest for 
the design of a logo to be used on all 
bookstore publications. Lorenz said 
that he is making applications available 
by Monday, March 15
Welcome back bus 
buddies
Hot off the press
with l^eonard Halfpenny
Monday morning it wa* rime to get back into the school rut again and 
catch the bus. The bus is pretty good transportation it’s cheap, it runs 
or time, and I don't have to do anything but get myself on and off it.
I don’t like those new Grumman busses that the Grand Rapids Area 
Transit Authority uses They're scary, you can't see anybody in them. 
For all I know, it might be full of Turkish terrorists coming to bios* up 
the Grand Plaza and destroy all our dreams of the American way. I think 
theses busses must be built in Turkey. The seats are uncomfortable 
They're nothing but a piece of fiberglass contured to keep people from 
slipping off the seat. Their pupose isn't comfort, but to keep me from 
sliding into my neighbor’s up. And I've had a few neighbors whose laps 
I would've liked to slide into. Which « another nice thing about riding 
the but.
I like the old busses, the ones with the nice padded benches They've 
got big, clear windows rhat you can open up to get some fresh air when 
the hm driver has got the heat blasting. They’ve got a simple cord to pull 
that rings a pleasant bell instead of an unnerving buzz when vou want to 
get o*f. That’s another thing about those new terrorist travelers, you're 
supposed to push a yellow, plastic tape that's way up at the top or tnc utr*. 
You can’t reach it sitting down It's a plot against the short people of the 
commuting world.
Monday morning everyone was asleep on their first ride back to school. 
The guy sitting next to me pulled out a wad of notes on the French 
Revolution; some forgotten homework over a week of frobcing in the 
springtime air He was wading through those notes trying to decipher his 
chicken scratch. By the time we were to Shawmut Hills, his chin was 
buried in his chest. By the time we passed the Vista Drive-in. he was in 
the ozone; mouth slung open and drooling all over himself He shifted 
his weight to one side and books and notes sprawled over the floor of the 
bus. Everyone was startled awake, and annoyed as they looked at him 
while he gathered up his belongings. He woke them all up from a sound 
sleep. But eventually the gentle rocking of the bus lulled everyone to sleep 
again I could tell people had gotten used to sleeping in
But I’m glad school’s back in session again I'm glad to sec my bus 
ouddies again. There’s a certain crowd of people I only see when I take 
the bjs, and seeing them Monday made me realize I had missed them the 
previous week, even though they were too tired to share my enthusiasm. 
So welcome back, bus buddies, and happy trails.
classifieds
now-Mar 28
Mar 12
12 noon
Mar. 14 
3pm
Mar. 15 
10am
Mar. 16 
12 noon
Mar. 16 
1pm
Mar. 19 
12 noon
Mar . 21
Every Wad. 
11:30-1 pm
E v try  Wad. 
3-5 pm
Painting*—art by Don 
Kerr. C.C. A n  Gallery 
Tha Percuetion G roup— 
Lunchbreak Series Louis 
Arm strong Theatre (free). 
Tha philharmonic o f the 
Grand Rapid* Sym phony-  
Semyon B ychkov con­
ducto r. Louis Armstrong 
Theatre.
Tha Currituck Film and 
Tha Saa R ive r-G e o fl ck i
118 Loutit (free).
Flute and Plano Duo- 
Chris Kantner, F lu te  
and Bernice M rozinski, 
piano-Grand Rapid* 
Sym onony Resident 
A rtists. Lunchbresk 
Series. Louis Arm strong 
Thastre (free).
Tha Currituck Film and 
Tho Saa Rhrar-Geoflicks 
118 L o u tit (freel.
Faculty String Quartet- 
Concert Gaidar Fine 
Arts Center (fraa). 
Concart-GVSC Chamber 
Orchestra and Fettival 
Chorale. Calder Fine 
Arts Center (fraa).
Modem Dane# Clam- 
121 Calder Fine Arts 
Canter (fraa).
Engiefl Clufc-Engli*h 
suit*. Mackinac (free).
SENIORS-GRADUATESM Looking 
for sharp graduating Seniors and 
recent graduates to fu lfill fuii-time 
Sales and Management positions for 
FULIC0. Send resume to:
950 28th St. SE. Building E. No. 107, 
Grand Rapids, Ml 49508.
THE LANTHORN 
IS NOW ACCEPTING 
APPLICATIONS 
FOR THE FALL SEMESTER, 
1982
IN THE FOLLOWING 
POSITIONS:
‘ Marketing 8i Ad Sales 
‘ Writers & Editors 
* Layout & Design 
‘ Graphic Artists 
‘ Typesetters
work/study preferred
writing applications 
should include a 
writing sample
CALL EXT. 120 FOR MORE
INFORMATION
The Lanthorn is located in the 
lower level o f the Campus Center.
Three beauty consultants needed. 
Will train to give skin care and make 
up analysis. Personal interview neces­
sary. Phone 452-7539 after 3 pm.
TYPING Professional, accurace ser­
vice with IBM self-correcting. Term 
papers, theses, manuscripts, resumes, 
etc. Located near GVSC. Reasonable. 
Phone 669 2419.
Typing done at 
Chuck at 895-6878.
.75 a page. Call
WE’VE
E X P A N D E D !
The Campus Bookstore has added many new magazine 
titles and would welcome your suggestions and/or ideas for 
further improvement. Help us be your source for liesure 
time reading materials.
give all suggestions to:
PAT SHEFFIELD  
head cashier Campus'
6 Good Reasons
Why You May Need Service A t Our 
New Planned Parenthood Clinic
■ Gynecological Exam
■ Pregnancy Tests/Exams and Referrals 
» Birth Control-Counseling & Methods 
■ Pre-marital Testing
•  Treatment of Vaginal Infections 
•  Employment/School Physicals 
Low Cost Service • High Quality Care 
immediate Appointments 
Convenient Location
Planned Parenthood Centers of West Michigan
736 36th Street, S.W.
Wyoming. Michigan 49509 ______ Csll U« -  531 3070
▲FAXtTaKSHTTS
B fU IN N E R  OR ADVAhgt.FO  * o*.f t*» »r« %«*»*•- •■* ••
s«*n»r>trr m j  U S - 52 989 F*»»ce *n« lu.h** j r f
f , * p  l l >  S e v A .  ffO *T »  N s ’ iA  V o « h  M M W n  t u * 0 » *
• •*n>p*ete G O K f l k n p " '  . -**«f Km  in  ♦*«* •«*&»*■ ! v  *rR**j*t>*‘
student*
l» v r  «v«!h 4  S p a n is h  toinMy at!r*»«1 • 45> r t  »ou# hou»$ 4  lia v  
lo w  liJY *  4 MV9N-* tout m o n th s  F<*#n 16 h is  o* ' '*fd»t ‘erjuf 
v j lr n t  to 4  s e m c -s ir f .  ta u g h t m  U S  .oMeges • >**•* 4  f*ro
y« f4  >i*.*n- YcM.f S pun*sh  s tu d ie s  mwN b e  e n h a n c e d  Dv j 
••o lwK fkii..*** »*ot r  m 4 U S  r lM fo o m  S tandard
/ttil  Test* sh'fw . o u r s tu d e n ts  la n g u a g e  sk ills  So p r o o f  t o  I 
s *i»d *n t>  r o m p re ti 'M  r*» o  year p ro g ra m s  U  S
Mo'»v •« '***■» * lo« ol time to make 4ti anangaments 
fall SEMFSTFR sF?T 10 Dec 22 SPRRiG SEMESTER 
Fet> l June 1 each »•»
* z l l t  A C C R E D IT E D  A  p ro g ra m  o f  Trm tfv  C h ris t ia n  C o — ga
SEMESTER IN SfWIN
2442 E Collier S E Grand Rapid*. Michigan i t s n  
(A Program of Trinity Christian Collage)
CALL TOLL FREE for full information 1 800-ZS3-9QU8
(in Mich. or if toll fraa line inoperativa caN 1-616-942-2903 or 942-2S41 coflect)
Summer Term
o n e  b e d ro o m  —  $480.00 
tw o  b e d ro o m  —  $625.00
(en tire  sum m er 
a il u tilities  
' excep t phone)
Call 895-6351
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Kristi J. Beadle
CAS
In nr>y first year here at Grand Valley, I have 
seen many efforts to improve the college's atmos­
phere wither up and die because of the over 
whelming abundance of apathy on this campus. 
Yet there is not a day where I have not heard at 
least one negative comment about Grand V a lle y .. .  
but those who are complaining are doing nothing 
to solve the problems. I too have mv complaints. 
Hov /ever, I feel that the only way to see anything 
done is to take some positive action, and to 
become personally involved. Otherwise, I am just 
another apathetic student in the crowd.
The Student Senate is an organization that is 
taking an active interest in Grand V a lley-not only 
today's, but tomorrow's as well. The Senate is 
making an effort to ensure the existence of this 
college in the future, which is an issue of great 
concern to not only me, but to many others on 
this campus. I want to help fight for Grand Valley. 
It is too fine of an institution to be disposed of 
by our state government.
The Senate's drive to see general education re­
quirements put into effect here is also one of 
great interest to me. I feel that general education 
requirements would not only unify our fo jr 
colleges more, but would open up a broader base 
for the selection of distribution courses. A broader 
base is sorely needed, especially in the Fine Arts. 
(But where are all the petitions? I have not seen 
one yet!)
In any organization, there is always room for 
improvement. One area that the Student Senate 
has been lax in is the promotion of itself to the 
student body. Ninety percent of the people who 
signed my petition were either unaware of the 
Senate's existence, or completely unaware of its 
function. This is a problem which must be dealt 
with.
Another problem I see is the Senate's promotion 
of the activities it sponsors. The last Midnight 
Bowl was not advertised until the day it took 
place, which resulted in a very low turnout of 
students. What good is it to have these activities 
if they are not efficiently promoted} Surely an 
organization with a 560,000 dollar budget could be 
more efficient and I would like to help the Student 
Senate achieve a higher efficiency level.
My greatest concern though is the student body 
of Grand Valley. Are we getting the best repre­
sentation possible? Are our concerns being heard? 
If  I am elected to the Student Senate, I will 
attempt to represent the students of Grand Valley 
to  the best of my ability, and to make judgements 
which will benefit the student body—not only 
now, but in the future as well.
Marc Metzger 
Kirkhof
I am a junior who is majoring
.------------------ in Advertising (Public Relations
with a minor in Psychology and 
Marketing). I have been active in 
photo not available f^e Student Senate since fall of 
1981, and am currently a mem 
ber of the Programming Com­
mittee. It gives me great satis-
s___________ faction to be able to represent
Kirkhof College, and if I am re­
elected to the Senate, I plan on 
running for an executive 
position.
Christopher Hull 
WJC
There is a growing realization 
that the well being of the 
students might be threatened by 
up coming budget cuts. The 
is, will these cuts be so
and activities that enrollment 
decreases? Without state funds. 
Grand Valley is non-existent. 
With decreased enrollment, state 
funds will undoubtedly be cut. 
Without programs and activities, 
student enrollment will drop. 
Budget cutting is inevitable, but 
it doesn't have to turn us into 
"Bland V alley." It  is possible 
to  use these cuts to our advant­
age. A  college is for students, 
why then do students have such 
a small voice? The time has 
come for student backbone.
Il
events through verbal inter-
uwiiwi •.
I wil! support a "totally 
student run radio station."
As my last goal I will make my 
fellow senators aware of 
MALTA'S beneficial existence to 
William James Coliege.
Being on William James 
Council has enabled me to learn 
the importance of student in­
volvement in the decision-making 
process.
I feel I can represent William 
James students in a responsible 
way.
DON'T FORGET TO VOTE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ J
Susan Ross
Hi, I'm Sue Ross. My major 
is the Social Relations Program 
at William James College.
My goals for Student Senate 
Indued:
FEDERATION/REORGAN- 
IZ A T IO N —If I am elected to 
Student Senate from William 
James College, l will support 
the current federation the way it 
exists now.
I will find out what the 
students's likes and dislikes are as 
related to the promotion of
Mark Bassett 
CAS
My intentions for being in the 
Student Senate will allow me to 
be involved with political issues 
at Grand Valley. As a senator I 
wil! contribute ideas which can 
help all. I am not asking what 
Student Senate can do for me, 
but what can I do for the 
Student Senate.
I
Clarence E. Motby 
CAS
As a member of the Student 
Senate my goals are to strive in 
excelling my abilities to help 
bring about a more progressive 
attitude for Grand Valley State, 
as well as promoting a quality 
atmosphere for student life.
Vote for the college representative
G
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NATE CANDl DATES
Blake Irish 
Kirkhof
I wish to be reelected to next 
year's Student Senate for I feel 
involvement at this time is 
crucial. Many important issues 
concerning the future of this 
college are being discussed right 
now, and I feel my input will 
be effective. My main goal, 
however, is to get some good 
programming activities on this 
campus to relieve apathy, which 
our conservative administration 
has never allowed before. I'll 
give it a fighting chance.
Paul C. Rourke 
WJC
After three years as a WiMiam 
James student I believe I've 
absorbed the ideals j f  the WJC 
community enough to properly 
represent the Liberal Arts 
College in proposing and electing 
issues within the Student Senate. 
As a member of the Student 
Senate, Radio Advisory Board, 
and the Academic Advisory 
Committee on Broadcasting 
Communication, I've dealt with 
the Faculty, Administration and 
Student Body, giving me the 
needed experience to deal with 
future issues.
v._________________
Tim Swope 
CAS
I have decided to run again for 
the Senate because I believe 
in Grand Valley. Often times 
students and administrators 
become discouraged with the 
system. This is mainly due to 
lack of communication between 
the two groups. In the past year 
and a half I have represented 
CAS and through experience 
been able to recognize this 
problem. In the next year it will 
be my goal to coordinate com­
m unication between the adminis 
tration and students. I know 
both groups need each other. 
Please vote for me.
Mike Hartman 
WJC
Administrative decisions affect 
all aspects of the GVSC com­
munity, from campus policy to 
quality of education. As a 
current member of the Student 
Senate I know the importance 
of student input regarding policy 
decisions. The students' voice 
must be recognized by the admin­
istration before decisions of any 
magnitude are made. In the past 
year I have articulated the inter­
ests of fellow students objec­
tively, intelligently, and on 
occasion, forcefully. It  is vital 
that our interests be well-repre­
sented and that administrative 
decisions be carefully monitored. 
It is this message the WJC 
community will be sending to 
the Senate if I am re-elected. 
Protect your interests. . . Get 
out and VOTE!
Paul M. Grossmann 
Kirkhof
_  My name r  Paul Michael Grossmann and I 
attend Kirkhof College. I am a senior with another 
year left in school. My purpose in running for the 
Student Senate is that I wish to represent the 
views of the students when making decisions 
that will concern us all. I do not feel that I will 
only be representing Kirkhof students but all 
students of Grand Valley State. I want .to be avail­
able to take the views of the students on issues 
that will confront the Senate. I do not feel that 
it is right for a member of the Senate or any 
legislature to vote how he personally feels on 
any issue. He was elected by his constituents, and 
he should vote how a majority of them feel, 
this can be done by a survey in classes that stud­
ents could fill out and then return to the professors 
as by which this representative would tally the
L d f i i  L u  : > iu k J t r f i t 3 .
This is one way that I could tell what is troubling 
students of Grand Valley.
My goals for the coming year are, to be in­
volved in the programming committee. I would 
like to see Grand Valley as a major stop for plays 
and concerts so that students could really enjoy 
themselves. I would like to see that the Senate I 
has an active role in making decisions both for the 
students and things that the Executive Committee t 
of the Facutly Senate (ECS) will tackle. I think I 
that the Senate has to push for more student ' 
representation on faculty committees, as these i 
are the true power bases at Grand Valley. Another | 
goal is trying to devise a s/stem for getting more 
student involvement around campus, seeing what j  
problems that students have and seeing if the I 
Senate can help with them.
As far as experience, I spent three years on the I  
Student Senate at Oakland University. I sat on I 
various committees, inculdina nrogramming, bud- 1 
get, agenda, constitutional committee, plus I  
a number of adhoc committees. Thus I bring ' 
experience with me, and hope that I can do my J 
best for the students if I am elected to the Senate. I  
I will make fo promises, as if you make a promise j  
and cannot keep it. then people that elected you I  
do not think that you are doing a credible job * 
because you did not live up to your promises. I  
The only thing I can offer is the faith and trust f  
in making decisions. i
{
Laura A. Faiion 
WJC
I am seeking re-election to 
Student Senate, because I 
that there are many issues and 
problems that we should face in 
the coming year. We need to 
have a strong voice to the admin­
istration and the students. I feel 
:♦ j* very important to have 
well informed campus. One 
major goal that I would like 
accomplish if elected is to lessen 
the student apathy that prevails 
on campus. We need to provide 
activities to the students to make, 
this campus less apathetic.
I____
f your choice during March 16-19 ■ur by the Student Senate o f Grand Valley State Colleges
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Subtropical Ecology Class hosts Florida Field Trip
SUBTROPICAL ECOLOGY STUDENTS WAIT for supper to be served after a busy day in the Florida sun
by Jfflayne Prince
arts/ entertainment edit or
The biology department offered a 
very interesting class this semester 
which attracted many students be­
cause of its field trip. Biology 380, 
Subtropical Ecology, boasted a trip 
to Key Largo. Florida during Spring 
Break. The trip was not just a vaca­
tion, it involved ten days of intensive 
study of plants, animals, and birds in 
their natural subtropical habitats.
In the past, the course was offered 
on alternate years. This year, although 
it was the year scheduled for the 
class. Subtropical Ecology was not 
going to be offered due to the staffing 
situtaion; no one was available to 
teach the class. However, said Pro­
fessor Ron Ward, course director, 
“word got around to the students that 
we were not offering the subtropical 
class. Some of the students, dis- 
apponted that the class was net being 
offered, asked if we couldn’t do some­
thing.’’
The students’ persistence paid off 
Professor. Ward. Snonu, and riuoinga 
agreed “to offer a one credit special 
study m subtropical ecology with 
the lectures before the field trip ”
Past courses were for five credits, 
but since the staff was not available
for extensive lectures, the course was 
offered for one credit only. This had 
the advantage of opening the class to 
students with diverse backgrounds: 
freshmen to seniors, even non-biology 
majors.
The group of professors and fifteen 
students left Grand Valley at 10 p.m. 
Thursday. February 25. Snow covered 
the ground and the temperature was 
18 to 20 degrees Fahrenheit- Within 
32 hours, after traveling througn 
Indiana, Kentucky. Tennessee. 
Georgia, and the upper half of Florida, 
the class was greeted at Key Largo 
with sunny skies, grass covered 
ground, and 80+ degree weather.
The first day was spent pitching 
camp, investigating the area, inflating 
the boats, and snorkeling in the bay. 
During the evening hours, the group 
hiked along the beach and chanel 
area discovering much marine life: 
aemenaonies. blue crabs, and an array 
of fishes.
The rest of the trip was equally 
busy, if not more so. Two days were 
spent on the coral reefs which was a
-  .  f _______ . . .  . ( . k . e * . ,  i — M
Here, students snorkeled among 
baracuda, manta lays, sea turtles, 
squid, morav eels, and tire corals. 
Another day was spent at the 
Everglades, and others at the
Serpentanum ana rairchilds’ Tropical 
Gardens. The students went bird 
watching and spent an evening at 
Penycan State Park where they saw a 
yellow crested night heron, lobster, 
shrimp, and raccoons.
Said Ward, “We try to pitch the trip 
so that we keep students involved in 
scientific biological activities, whether 
it be out on the reefs, going to the 
Everglades, or looking at the tropical 
vegetation at Fairchilds Things that 
are related to science, and specifically 
biology. That kind of intense exper­
ience is veryr different from going to a 
lecture three times a week or attending 
lab because you’re wrapped into it all 
the time."
Other than the trip to the reefs, 
other trip highpoints included catching 
and observing two octapi. observing 
biolumenescence, seeing the endan­
gered woodstork twice, and watching 
the red. blue, and green painted bunt­
ings in a private yard
“ I think it is a tremendeously 
broadening experience. ’ said Ward, 
“the accademic value is unquestion-
. L I . -  . . . »  . m T U «  K i r i  1<41/1* » ‘ **■*— — ---—«■ —
to see things that they’d never seen 
before, had a chance to touch things 
that they’d never touched before like 
an octapus-had the opportunity to 
see things in a live state rather than
(photo by Dean Johnson).
a preserved state. The community m.l 
the environment to which the students 
were exposed down there was so dif­
ferent from what you look out the
window inJ see hrre even in the 
summer months. You see so many 
more species down there, such a diver­
sity of trees.
The trip provided an experience not 
manv of the students will soon forget. 
Much was learned and observed, and 
many new friendships were made.
arts/entertainment—
VU  Bagorrah! 
n f  Tha Campus 
' Bcokstons
having a SALE 
in honor of 
St. Patrick's Day) ,
March 15-17 ll 
only, selected vv 
green-colored JJ 
items will be -sk 
marked 20*1 off— 
including T-shirts, 
backpacks & .
Dakin animals! V
has St Pat's Day cards, " 
T-shirts, and buttons, 
Jtor that little bit o’ Irish, 
^  in us all. Matter 
o' fact. . .
dream  better dream s
mind wondering "w hat ifs'
with Chris Berry
jrts/entertamment writer
Some “What ifs" to get your wandering mind wondering.
(Though Some would say my wondering mind is wandering)
—What if you didn’t have to live your life in chronological order-
able to be thirty one year ansi sit the next? In what order would you live
your life?
—What if dictionaries weren’t in alphabetical order?
— What if we lived a day as if we were in a musical? W hat would it be like? 
Nothing could be said, everything would have to be sung. Nothing could 
be stepped, all movements wcuii have to be sprung (See how easy the 
lyrics come, ansi I've only writtsA three musicals ) We would start the slay 
by boumling from our beds as the curtains magically open. Singing 
something like "Oh. What a Beautiful Morning*’ would be fitting Tap 
dancing and locking arms with the other students all the way to class, we 
would sit in our seats humming attentively as the articulate history pro­
fessor taught us about some reign in Spain. In the library we would leap 
in and out of the aisles playing "boy-gets-girl. boy Joses-girl. boy-gets-girl- 
again’’ as the rest of the students would wait their turn and sing the 
chorus: seating, with a book in their hands, rocking their heads from side 
to side singing in unison. “Study, study, study, study. study, study, 
study. . . ”  Choreograph vour own if you don’t care for my ideas- But 
it does sound like fun. hub? Let’s set a Jate and do it then March 23 
sound all right?
because the beliefs in psychology differ so much from person to person. 
I often think of the subject as modern-day superstition, or at least middle- 
class witchcraft. Sure, we know what we re doing. Have fun with yours
What if columnists didn’t have “What if” columns to rely on when no 
other ideas pop in their minds? I’m glad I don’t have to answer that 
question.
M H V f M N M W | . N  WITH THIS ENTIRE AD-O NE TICKET
ONLY $1.53-GOOD MON-thru-THURS 
ONLY’ good thru March 11 1902
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Chariots of Fire
E ngland in spired w orks 
shown in A r t G allery
by Chris Glosson
jrts'entertjtnment writer
Some of the most recent drawings 
and paintings by Don Kerr are being 
shown at the GVSC Campus Center 
Art Gallery. Kerr’s show, scheduled 
to run from March 8 to the 28. can 
be viewed Mondays and Wednesdays. 
9-iO am and noon to 5 pm; Tuesdays 
and Thursdays, 9 am to 7 pm; and 
Fridays. 9 am to 5 pm.
Most of the seventeen works in 
the exhibit are by-products of the 
artist’s visits to England. Kerr says, 
“all but one of the works in this 
show are products, direct or indirect, 
of my last four summers in England,’’ 
In his notes on the exhibition 
Kerr explains, "while in London, 
as Director of GVSC’s ‘Art at the 
Slade’ Summer School, I have not 
had sufficient time to concentrate 
on painting so I have done drawings.’’
Stonehenge, the Druid ceremonial 
monument, and a mode!. Sharon 
Sandberg Hoag, are rcoccurring sub­
jects in the exhibit. Kerr dedicates 
five of the seventeen works to Stone­
henge and another nine to his model. 
Sharon.
Kerr says, "the oil pastell drawings 
of Stonehenge are attempts to capture 
the romance of this mysterious place.” 
The Stonehenge collection empres­
ses me as being quite deferable and 
a fresh addition to any an gallery.
ONE OF nine works which 
Don Kerr dedicated to his 
English model Sharon 
Sandberg Hoag. The collec­
tion is currently on display in 
the Campus Center Art 
Gallery (photo by Kathy 
GohsmanL
V
—What if. by some grand heavenly mistake, an American, a John-boy. 
were born in Russia, and a Soviet, a Dimitri, were bom to an American 
mother? There is a difference, you know!
-What if people could be kept alive m the minds or others? What would li 
i be like to have five or six relatives constantly bickering back and forth, 
telling you what to do. in your own mind? How could you stop thinking 
all the thoughts you usually think if you knew that they would be aware 
of them all?
-What if we used the vast knowledge that we acquired in Psychology 201 
to mess up a kid? (This perverse thought is one that came to me again and 
again as I sat through the psych 201 lectures, c'mon. you have to admit 
the possibilities are interesting.) First let’s paint the baby’s room com­
pletely black. Also, when the precious thing is old enough to color, let s 
give it only black crayons (Mv mother's convinced that such an up­
bringing would create a Hitler thiee times out of four And in that fourth 
exception, the child would be a mild Gocbbe!* ' Don't forget to talk in 
gibberish in front of the little chopper, or at least mix up the nouns so 
that the kid has to struggle to get out his first words, calling out fot 
his mother's (let's call her "Armadillo”) and father’s ("Chattanooga") 
attention. And don't forget to make the little one afraid of anything 
fuzzy and white. Also, have the kid stay up all night and sleep during the 
day. (That's not a good one since most of them do anyway.) How about 
serving ice cream for dinner.otderingthe pint-suer to cleat his plate before 
he can have some vegetables for dessert Yes, the possibilities are endless. 
What’s funny is that most people-including me-have only a taste of the 
subject psychology, but we use it to raise the little hellions anyway. And
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Over 250attend
Irwin Dinner Is Another Success
by Sue Shaub
sports editor
The second annual Charles Irwin Rind DinneT, held Feb­
ruary 25, was another success
The Irwin dinner is part of a money raster connected 
with the Irwin Fund in which gifts to the fund quality 
members in various "clubs’’ with each offering numerous 
benefits.
Over 250 people attended the dinner which featured 
speaker Eric Hippie, quarterback of the Detroit Lions. 
Hippie related stories of his college career and his First year
starting for Detroit.
Bob Becker, sports editor of the Grand Rapids Press, was 
the Master of Ceremonies and did a wonderful job. Coach 
Harkema and Villemure gave brief talks about their seasons 
and expectations w hen the Fieldhouse is finally established.
Baseball coach Phil Regan, director of the Irwin Fund, 
aiso talked abou* the success of the fund drive and has re­
newed his goal to raise $100,000 in 1982. Last year the 
Irwin Fund was close, rasing $70,000.
The food. I might add. was also very good, as the Irwin 
Jinner improves every year.
But again, it was Charles Irwin who many people refer to 
as "Chuck,” that was the popular figure.
Irwin started from scratch as the first Athletic Director
for Grand Valley, when the College was a mere corn field. 
Irwin was one of the i l  original faculity members, includ­
ing President Zumberge and board member William 
Seidman
"Back then, the Fieldhouse was a farmhouse with a 
bam,” laughed Irwin.
Irwin began building a foundation for the program the 
athletic department has today.
"When I started at Grand Valley,” remimsed Irwin, “we 
were side busters. I was an assistant Professor and decided 
on the total program.”
Irwin was obviously both pleased and proud with the 
growth of Grand Valley as a whole.
"It's very nice,” said irwin. Naturally, I'm enthused to 
see a college go from some 100 students to 7,000."
Irwin was also happy but not really suprised with the 
development of the physical education department.
"There's been quite a growth. I'm very pleased. 1 think 
the program is everything I had hoped for,” commented 
Irwin.
How does Irwin feel about having the Fund named after 
him? "Oh. it's very nice. I give Grand Valley ray best 
wishes.” Irwin concluded.
Yep. with l man like Charles Irwin around, you can't 
go wrong.
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Oh, Spring!
SPRING IS just around tba 
comer indicating the beginn­
ing of spring sports. Greg 
(Tug) Walters shows the det­
ermination that helped make 
him a key pitcher for the 
Lakers last ysar. Grand 
Valley's Baseball Team hat 
been preparing for the up­
coming season for several
■ • - J .  _ —  1 —e— — _ l . ,IIMWM ipeiwew awp
Bob Packard).
sports
Matmen Earn All-American Honors
KARI ALLEN FIGHTS for possession of the ball. Alien was nominated 
to the GLIAC All-Conference Team along with teammate Deb Mast 
(photo by Kathy Gohsman).
Lady Lakers End W ining 
Campaign With Loss To W eston
by Chin Dowdell 
sports vcriser
All good things must come to an 
end, and Grand Valley’s Wrestling 
season finished on a happy note.
At the NCAA Division II Nationals, 
the Lakers had three wrestlers par­
ticipating and came away with two 
more AU-Americans. With an average 
of twenty to twenty-four people per 
weight. Grand Valley wrestlers went 
up against the best in the country.
Freshman Max Lint at the 126 
weight category, just missed placing 
among the top six finishers Lint lost 
a heart breaking quarterfinals match
to Willie Lngoled 5-4.
Lint was off to a good start de­
feating Craig Rosinski 9-2. the third 
seeded wrestler in his first match and 
wrestled well on his way in. Kosinski 
of Springfield College in Massuchsets 
sported a 26-2 record. Then in the 
quarterfinals Lint suffered his loss to 
Lngoled of Northern Michigan Uni­
versity and suffered another loss that 
put him out of the tournament.
Heavyweight Bill Ruggenstem plac­
ed eighth on his way to All-American 
status. Ruggenstem faced the fifth 
seed in his first match, threw him 
around and won decisively by a wide 
margin. In his second match he lost
to the eventual third place finisher 
Larsen, of North Dakota State.
Ruggenstem chaiked up another 
win over a wrestler from Kumbolt 
State and lost to fourth placer Wade 
Hall from Indiana Central.
The 142 pound weight class was 
the toughest weight in the tourna­
ment. It featured nine AU-Americans 
and rhe most outstanding wrestler 
in the tournament came from these 
ranks.
Wrestling very well Darr Granger 
earned a fifth place and All-American 
honors. Two losses hurt Granger's 
bid for a higher place one of them 
coming to the third place finisher
by Sue Shaub
sports editor
The women's basketball team 
closed out their season in a low scoring 
battle against Western Michigan.
The Division I school defeated the 
Lakers in a contest tb.it was held prior 
le> spring break. 56-47.
The women couldn't capitalize on a 
2517 halt time lead as a dismal 26A> 
shooting percentage aided in the loss.
Already capturing third in the 
GLIAC (Great lakes Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference) with an 11-5 
mark, the hoopsters ended up 16-10 
overall.
Kan Allen managed 14 points 
against W estern arid Chns Walter. 
Mary l.enharJ. and Deb Mast each had 
eight points
Deb Mast and Kan Allen were aiso 
selected to the GLIAC All Conference 
first team. It was Mast' second year 
in a row to receive the honor.
Allen, who has improved tremen­
dously since her freshman year, led 
the cagcrs in scoring with a 14.1 
average. After missing lour games due
to an injury. Alien was still able to 
have the third highest amount of total 
points with 524.
The 5T0" sophomore from 
Towas. Michigan, also had the best 
rebound average of the team with 8.9 
per contest.
Deb Mast continued as a strong 
team leader with 325 total points, a 
12.5 average. Mast led the team in 
assists with 83 of them.
Mary Lenhard. the only senior on 
the Laker squad was a versitile player 
despite an ankle injury which caused 
her to miss several games.
see Lady laksrs page 8
GLIAC STANDINGS  
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Ski Team Competes For Recognition
1. Oakland 16 0
2. Saginaw Valley 14 2
3. Grand Valley 11 5
4. Wayne State 9 7
5. Lake Superior 8 8
6. North wood 5 11
Michigan Tech 5 11
8. Ferris State 4 12
9. Hillsdale 0 16
by Larry See, Jr. 
guest sports venter
Lange. Look and Dvnastar may 
sound foreign to you. but not to 
members of Grand Valley's first ski 
team.
John PomerviUe. ski team captain 
and a l j liege of .Arts and Sciences 
student, stated "we're pretty good, 
considering very few people had pre­
vious experience. Everyone has im­
proved since their first day in the 
gates and next year it can ohly get 
better."
"We’re a non-school sponsored, 
varsity sport." PomerviUe continued 
'We received some money from 
student activities funds. The students 
pay fot all their extras."
Most meets for the team are either 
at Crystal Mountain near Traverse 
City or Alpine Valley near the Detroit 
area. Members provide their own 
transportation, although a GVSC sta­
tion wagon u being looked into for 
the regional meet.
On February sixth, the team com­
peted at the Bob Meyer Cup at Crystal
Mountain, against 14 teams. Taking 
first for Grand Valiev in giant slalom 
was Pomcrville. He placed first for the 
school, but 26th at the meet, out 
or 70 racers.
Steve Buis was second. Dave 
Durham was third. In slalom only 
one racer finished, disqualifying the 
team from placing.
"It was not at all a good day for 
the team,” Pomerville commented.
PomerviUe stated he raced three 
years at his high school in Manistee 
and would like to continue his ski 
raving career.
Being a coach and a member is 
hard for him. though. "We could use 
a certified ski coach next year. A guy 
to set up the meets, check the racers 
at practice and help with their racing, 
etc. There are a Sot of responsibil­
ities to coaching." he remarked.
Currently, this legal administration 
major handles the managerial duties.
It is the Midwest CoUegiate con­
ference, in the National CoUegiate 
Ski Association, which sanctions this 
sports, not the Great Lakes Inter­
collegiate Athletic Conference. How­
ever. the team does race other GLIAC 
league contenders, such as Saginaw 
Valley and Feiris State Colleges 
Also included on their schedule are 
such schools as the University of 
Toledo, Purdue, Notre Dame. Mich 
igan State, the University of Michigan 
Central Michigan, Western Michigan 
and Northern Michigan Universities.
Practice for the 25 members of 
the club is held at Grand VaUey's 
ski hUl. Although, due to wanning 
tempreamres recently, the hUl was 
closed and they were forced not 
to practice this week.
Some of the top placing women 
for the team include Sue Panoow, 
Kerry Mayer, Bonnie Horrawer and 
othe s. Spotlighting tin men's action 
from Grand VaUey State are Bryan 
Johnston, Tracy Howland. Daye Coey 
Dave Winkler, Mike Ruraph and 
PomerviUe.
On Sunday Feburary seventh, the 
team had a happier day. Placing 
tenth out of fourteen teams, the 
skiers were understandably excited.
They beat Notre Dame. Indiana 
see Ski Team page 8
who was the champion last year-
Granger’s and Ruggenstein's per­
formances helped Grand VaUey to be 
ranked in the top twenty and eight 
places ’head o» Ferris State.
Coach Jim Scott was pleased with 
the way his wrestlers performed.
"We did a fine job and I was 
pleased to be ranked ahead of Fcrrir. 
Lint was very close, but it was difficult 
to lose a tough match."
"Division II is a lot tougher than 
the NA1A. from the region we were 
in 15 of 29 wrestlers who qualified 
placed, and 5 of 11 from the GLIAC 
Conference placed. This show's how 
though it was," added Scott.
Gagers End 
Season With 
21st Loss
by Fred L. Garrett
sports writer
That's all folks! Grand VaUey 
closed out the basketball season with 
a 69-57 loss to Wayne State Univers­
ity. ending with a 6-21 record. The 
loss brought to a conclusion Coach 
Tom Villemure’s wont season at 
Grand VaUey and tied his worst 
ever since coaching
"We gained a kit of experience 
this year and we are very much 
looking forward to next year. We 
are very up with our recuriting and 
we arc looking ahead; there is no 
looking hack." commented Coach 
ViUcmure.
Despite his teams disappointing 
season. Villemure lauded the efforts 
of his playen for the temfic job they 
did in holding up under adverse 
conditions
“We will have a good nucleus 
returning for next year." said 
VUlemure.
With a healthy Jim Olnesavagc 
returning and some possible blue 
chip recruits aJded on, VUlemure 
asserts that it wUl only take two 
see Cagars page 8
Onside With The Lakers
by Sue Shari)
sports editor
Lions’Hippie Undaunted By Success
Los: season, a dream became reality for Lnc Hippie.
Hippie, the 26 year old quarterback for the Detroit Lions, was the 
featured speaker at the Charles Irwin Fund Dinner, which was held on 
rhursdav. February 25.
Hippie is undaunted by the success he has gained over the last year 
and "handles the situation as it comes." His philosophy seems very easy­
going. no worries . . he waits for the situation to come to him. then he 
handles it how l.c sees fit.
Hut it hasn't been that easy for the young quarterback, and after taking 
over Gary Danielsons’ starting role. Hippies wsy of thinking changed also.
"After I found out I would be starting, it was a total turnaround." 
Hippie stated- "You start to express different feelings Before, when I 
didn't play I was just trying to survive, after you move up the ladder, vour 
major concern is with the team. You goals become more team oriented."
Hippie isn't overly concerened with next years starting position. He 
isn't letting the pressure get to him in whether hell live up to every ones 
expectations, or how much Gary Danielson will loom in the background 
should Hippie not start off the season so well.
“I don't know." said Hippie. “I trv not to think about it or dwell on tt. 
I'm going ui win or lose, handle the situation as it comes and make the 
best of it at the rime."
Hippie even took remarks made by President Arrtnd D. Lubbers in 
stride.
Said Lubbers. “It's a good thing you're not superstious. Last year we 
had Gary- Danielson speak for us and look what happened to him . ■ ."
But Hippie seemed at rase, rcnumsing about his college days and about 
funny happenings while playing with Detroit. Hippies biggest suprise was 
when he found out he was drafted to the Lions.
“I received a phone call and was told I got drafted to Detroit. I said 
Detroit? This was when Detroit was 2-14. l figured a* least I might have a 
chance to play, with Danielson injured and Komlo having a 2-14 year. At 
least there was hope for me.” laughed Hippie.
Hippie also relived the excitement when he found out he was going to 
surt against the Chicago Bean on Monday Night Football.
"When I got home from practice, my wife said that Gary (Danielson) 
had called and that I would be starting against Chicago. I said great! But 
she didn't think so."
About his game against Chicago. “It mas the longest game of my life.” 
said Hipp'r. “After the game I was so emotionally high. I couldn't 
remember parts of the game."
But according to Hippie. Dallas was the high point of his football 
career. Hippie had failed to read the defense three times and had been 
sacked by Dallas' Charlie Waters for the third straight date. On the third 
sack Hippie was staring directly into Waters m .*  when he said. "Damn. 1 
I it again." Waters replied. 'That's alright, you're going ro be good.”
As far as the strike is concerned. Hippie hopes it doesn't go through.
"Nobody wants there to be one. Right now. it's a battle back and 
fourth, half of the players don't understand it."
Eric Hippie has the nod for next season concerning a starting role as the 
Lions' quarterback. Hippie is excited for next season and was dissapointed 
they didn't make it to the play-offs last season (who wasn't?).
'The wav I see it is next year we have to win the close ones-that will 
be it," commented Hippie.
Detroit must also win the easy ones, which they- have failed to do on 
numerous occasions in the put Detroit needs one thing they hive lacked 
for several yean now . . .  consistency. Detroit has been consistent in only- 
one thing, making mistakes, which has kept them from being a decent 
team.
But this Hippie, this young and talented athlete wants to change that. 
And according to him so do several ocher players. Hopefully. Hippie will 
only get better and this past year of experience will only- aid in Detroit 
being a possible contender next year.
Being a contender is a big step, even for Eric Hippie. This time, 1*11 
rely on tLc words of an experienced player. Charlie Waters, who said, 
“You're going to be good." Let’s hope your right Mr. Waters . . . you 
usually are.
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RICKY JONES CONCENTRATES on two. Depsite Grand Valley's 
dismal season, Jones led the team in scoring w ith a 12.1 ayerage (photo 
by Kathy Gohsman).
.. .m orearts/entertainm errt 
W SRX: over the airw aves
Th e  Patty M ooney S h o w
with Brad Hilt
arts/entertainment writer
So, you listeners out there claim that WSRX has 
no religion eh? Do I have some news for you. Sure 
WSRX has its share of rock and roll demon: (1 should 
know because I am one of them) but at the same time 
there are a few musical angels (and I’m cot just talking 
about their bodies).
Floating out of your radio and sinking deep into 
your soul comes the "Patty ^
Mooney Show” with it’s 
comtemporary Christian mu­
sic Thursday afternoons from 
10- 1.
Alright, lets define con­
temporary Christian music.
What it comes down to is nice 
rock and roll that offers 
a message that you aren't 
used to  hearing. There is 
no AC/DC on this show, 
folks.
Patty feels that people like to hear good music and 
other people’s point of view through the music. 1 agree 
with her on this point wholeheartedly. A lot of today’s 
music (even heavy metal!) doesn’t seem to have much 
of a message anymore.
The Patty Mooney Show offers some beautiful 
contemporary Christian rock that even the heavisest 
of rockers should be abie to enjoy. Lets all give our 
programmed ears a chance to take a breather from the 
same old song and dance.
Th e  Mickey Tw e e ze r S h o w
Reggae is another form of music that seems to be 
overlooked. The top 40 stations don’t piay reggae 
unless that musical style happens to t .  in some monster 
single, (for example; biondies Tbe Tide ii High). Listen­
ers don’t realize that groups like Van Halen, Pat Benatar, 
The Clash, and expecially The 
Police have included this 
musical form in their repor­
te r . What we need is some 
reggae minded disc jockey to 
expose this unexplored area.
Lo and behold, I have; 
found a dedicated Raggael 
lover who just happens toj 
spin these musical roots downj 
u  WSRX.
"The Mickey Tweezer!
Show” exclusively features Reggae, Monday nights from 
8- 10.
I found out from Mickey that Reggae is more than 
the late Bob Marie/ and today’s Peter Tosh. In fact. 
Reggae nas many different origins and styles that 
take a fine ear to distinguish apart (a college 
student learns something new every day).
In his show, Micky Dies his hardest to give all the 
various styles a chance to prove themselves to your
discriminating ears. To achieve this, he brings in hi* 
own array of albums.
Give your discriminating ears the opportunity to 
try a taste of Reggae for a change of pace with the 
Micky Tweezer Show.
Until next week, keep your ears tuned to 88.5 FM.
Students receive discount on symphony tickets
Ski Team
State, Purdue and Grand Rapids 
Junior College. Personal victories in­
cluded Pomerville with a first, Tom 
Crowe, second and Dave Coev took 
a third finish in giant slalom.
In slalom. Pomerville again won 
top honors for GVSC. Dave Winkler
by Sue Shaub
sports editor
With the completion of the field- 
house getting closer by the day. the 
Athletic Department is now offering 
tours of the new complex to students.
Approval for the tours was given 
by Dr. George .MacDonald, Grand 
Valley’s Athletic Director, approx­
imately three weeks ago.
The new ficldhousc has numerous 
additions with an Olympic size 
swimming pool, a dance studio, four 
new racquetball courts, just to name 
a few of the extras.
Although the mammoth structure is 
far from completion, different parts 
of the fieldhouse are finished 
even day.
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took the runner up spot, followed 
by Russ llaughey.
Michigan State won both events 
and no women competed in the 
race from Grand Valley State-
Concluding. Pomerville stressed 
that this group is "no relation to the 
ski club."
For those students interested in 
taking a tour of the ficldhousc. you 
must contact the Physical Education 
Department (ext. 259) at least a week 
in advance.
Only one tour is allowed a day and 
a maximum of 10 people will be taken 
on the tour.
Tours of the fieldhouse will be 
given at the following times; Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday at noon, Tues­
day at 11 00 am ., and Thursday at 
1 00 p.m.
The current structure is an amazing 
sight, and a look around would be well 
worth your time.
So, if you're not doing anything, 
make an appointment and check out 
the fieldhouse. 1 doubt you’ll be 
dissapointed.
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years to turn around the program. 
In fact, it may take only one year 
if things fall into place But for now, 
the young Lakers wiii have six long 
months to reflect on each of their 
21 losses.
For the season, Ricky Jones led 
the Lakers in scoring with a 12.1 
per game average. The 6’4” Muskegon 
C.C transfer had a season high of 
25 points against Albion but suffered 
a shooting slump through five games
Much improved freshman. Ron 
Polus, was second in scoring and 
rebounding wth an 11.7 average and 
he used his 6’9” frame to grab 6 
rebounds a game.
John Kendzickv led the team in 
rebounding with 7 carooms a game 
while scoring at a 10.7 clip per game. 
Also scoring in double figures was 
freshman Glenn Piche (10.2) and 
sophomore Todd Brower (10.0) 
Brower also had a season high of 
16 rebounds against Lake Superior 
State.
P j  The team will not lose a soul as 
everyone returns. As everyone is 
returning next season with a tough 
year of experience under their belts. 
Villemurc should have a good foun­
dation to build upon.
Lady Lakers
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Lcnhard was the fourth leading 
scorer on the team with 10.5 tallies 
j a game. I-enhard had 263 lota! points 
on the season along with being second 
in assists dishing out 81 of them.
Lcnhard and Mast svcrc deadly 
thiefs this season as Lcnhard had 75 
steals and Mast picked off 70.
Chris Woltcr was another mainstay 
in the Laker line-up. Woltcr had the 
most points on the year with 333 
of them, a 12.3 average.
Woltcr also grabbed 206 rebounds 
and had 43 assists this season.
Martha Schmitt was third in re­
bounding for the women with 186 
boards and a 6.1 scoring average.
Nancy Edick and Marci Apsey were 
two strong players off the bench for 
Grand Valley. Edick managed 160 
points, a 6.0 average. Apsey was good 
on 38 assists and hauled in 71 boards.
Coach Hat Baker seemed content as 
to her squads performance this year 
"Overall, 1 was very pleased.” said 
Baker. “We lost a few games to div­
ision 111 schools that I felt wc should­
n't have lost but we did. We didn t 
play that well in the beginning but wc 
piaved vcr\ well down the stretch."
“There was a vast improvement 
with several players, especially Kari 
.Allen. Kari did a great job. Deb did 
a good job leading the team and we 
had four players in double figures. 
Kari. Deb, Chris (Woltcr). and Mars 
(Lcnhard),” stated Baker.
Concluded Baker, “Overall. 1 was 
very pleased. I can't say enough about 
my team, it was a grejt squad to work 
with.”
by Chris Berry
arts/entertetinment writer
On Thursday, February 25. a 
college-owned van picked up thirteen 
students from the campus and drove 
them to DcVos Hall in downtown 
Grand Rapids. Here they met another 
handful of Grand Valley students 
ir, the DeVos Hall lobby. These 
students were all taking advantage 
of a discount offered by GVSC to 
attend an 8 pm concert of the Grand 
Rapids Symphony. While the seats 
are regularly priced at S8.00, the 
GVSC students were able to sec the 
preformance for only $3 00.
Highlights of the Semyon Bychkov 
conducted concert were Smetana's 
Overture "Bartered Bride." Stravin­
sky’s Firebird Suite, and Brahms’ 
Concerto So  2 for Piano and Orch­
estra.
David Golub was the guest pianist, 
famed for having played with such 
other major orchestras as the sym­
phonies of Cleveland, Cincinnati, Min­
nesota, St. Louis, Dallas. New Orleans, 
and the Boston Pops. He is also 
well-known for appearing in a long 
series of joint performances in Europe. 
Japan, and China and the United 
States with the violin master Isaac 
Stern.
The April 29 performance will 
feature Menin’s Symphony So  5. 
Ihert’s Concertino da Camera for 
Alto Sax and Orchestra, and Sibel­
ius' Symphony So I Varujan Kojian 
will conduct this program with the 
help of guest saxophonist Harvey 
Pittel.
Transportation for both concerts 
from GVSC to DeVos Hall will again 
be provided free of charge. .And if 
the majority wishes, the bus will 
stop on the way back for a snack.
Grand Valley will repeat its offer 
of discount tickets for both the
March 25 and April 29 performance* 
of the Grand Rapids Symphony.
The March 25 program will consist 
of Barber's Overture. "School for
Scandal, Mozart's Concerto No. 5 
for Violin and Orchestra, arid 
Tchaikovsky's Symphony No 6 "Path- 
clique " Semyon Bychkov will again 
be the conductor and violinist Cho 
l.iang Lin will be the guest artist.
Attention Students
All books required for classes taught Winter Semester 1982 
should be purchased by March 16. The Bookstore will begin proces- 
ing returns at this time, and any delay in purchasing may result in 
the unavailability of textbooks
This proceedure is necessary in order to clear the shelves to 
prepare for the sale of Spring/Summer textbooks, which will be 
available May 3. Your cooperation in this matter will be greatly 
appreciated.
Cam pus Bookstore
r
STUDENT CREDIT
i
i Ever wish that while traveling, vacatonng, or maybe just for 
• emergencies, you could have a national credit card? Well, now
i
i -YOU CAN-
j
( obtain a Master Card or Visa while still in school, no co-signer 
i required.
i
i
I We have established a division to exclusively handle the credit 
| needs of coiiege students...freshmen, sophomores, juniors and 
i seniors... so you can enjoy the conveniences of credit credit NOW, 
| and have your credit established for your professional life after 
| graduation.
i
i On a 3 x 5 card, print your name and complete address.
| (Enclose $2.00 for postage and handling.)
Send to:
Creative Credit International 
Collegiate Credit Division 
Suite 303 • Penn Lincoln Bldg 
789 Penn Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15221
Tours O f N ew  Fieldhouse 
Com plex N ow  O ffered 
To Students
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